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Installation of Tunnel Radars in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi
Tatweer successfully installed and activated the 
latest automatic speed control systems in tunnels as 
part of the efforts aimed to enhance traffic safety 
levels on internal and external roads in the emirate of 
Abu Dhabi. 
In a new step to strengthen its security, traffic, and 
judiciary system the latest radars are characterized 
by their excellent ability to record distinctive traffic 
violations. It can also record the distance between 
tailgating vehicles and detect wanted and expired 
vehicles.

Tatweer Announces New Features to the 
Unified Inspection System Platform

Tatweer has reached the next milestone in the Unified 
Inspection System Platform by releasing the Performance 
Monitoring App. 
The UIS is a comprehensive audit and inspection platform, 
that coordinates the assessment procedures among 
different governmental agencies. UIS uses artificial 
intelligence, big data, and augmented reality technologies 
to empower the inspection team with a State-of-the-Art 
Smart Solution ensuring that the inspection and audit 
processes are carried out professionally.
Targeting agency executives, the UIS Performance   

Monitoring App provides users with the ability of real-time on-site tracking for the performance of inspectors, 
establishments, and agencies by providing the following features:

 >     A bird-eye view of UIS performance metrics for establishments and inspectors
 >     A map view for the inspectors, visits, and violations geographical distribution
 >     Drill down the Inspector and establishment performance measures, to the level of visits, complaints,  
        and violation counts, status, and distribution over time
 >     Direct collaboration with establishments and inspectors; aiming for on-the-spot issues rectification 
        and appreciating top performers.

Tatweer MEA and Peek Traffic 
Announce Their Partnership
In our constant venture of delivering professional management, technical services, and solutions, Tatweer is 
pleased to announce its strategic partnership with Peek Traffic. Emerging from the core of transportation, 
traffic and road engineering industries, Tatweer is constantly striving for development in its ever-growing 
industry. Tatweer will utilize this partnership by using Urban Traffic Management and Control Systems, 
Smart Mobility Solutions and Adaptive Traffic Control Solutions to deliver world-class services to the emirate 
of Abu Dhabi. 
We at Tatweer are excited about our new partnership and look forward to working with Peek Traffic and 
executing projects across the Middle East and Africa.

guide in identifying how traffic growth and decline might impact a potential site. The module features Traffic 
Counts data which tracks peak and low traffic volumes by the number of vehicles that cross a specific 
enforcement unit/radar on the road. Traffic Counts data incorporates current and previous count based on 
classified vehicle type and cross street direction. Based on traffic patterns and data collected, the data can 
also be used to identify the best location for new businesses.

Tatweer Welcoming 
Remote Workers Globally

Long Service Recognition 
At Tatweer, we recognize that our 
employees are our greatest asset, 
and we are delighted to honor their 
dedication and commitment to our 
organization.
On behalf of Tatweer’s Family, we 
would like to congratulate our team 
members who completed a 
five-year milestone.

We are hiring! You can refer your highly 
qualified industry professionals to our 
recruitment team. Check our new 
opening regularly on our social media 
platforms and websites.

With the launch of Tatweer’s Employee Wellness Program, we would like to share tips on how to balance 
work productivity and efficiency while at the same time encouraging good health among the company.

Download Strava and join Tatweer’s 
club to share your activities and 
motivate your colleagues. The mobile 
application, Strava, offers various 
activities to appeal to different types of 
employees and is a vast step in the right 
direction to a healthier lifestyle.

Eat a variety of foods
Our bodies need more than 40 different nutrients, and 
no single food can supply them all

Enjoy plenty of fruits and vegetables
Fruits and vegetables are among the most essential 
foods for giving us enough vitamins, minerals, and fiber

Reduce salt and sugar intake
A high salt intake can result in high blood pressure and 
increase the risk of cardiovascular disease

Eat regularly, control the portion size
Eating a variety of foods and in the right amounts is the best 
formula for a healthy diet

Get on the move and make it a habit
Physical activity is important for people of all weight ranges 
and health conditions

Drink plenty of fluids
Adults need to drink at least 1.5 liters of fluid a day

We Are Hiring

Safety Moments

Keep us up to date!  Drop us an e-mail to BGI@tatweermea.com if you have any news or events you wish to share 
internally or important company updates you recommend to share with the public on the website or  social media !  
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Tatweer Upgraded the
Rwanda Safe City Platform

Tatweer is releasing a new version of the Rwanda 
Safe City Platform with updates on GIS reports and 
statistics. The newly added module provides 
information about traffic volumes to assist with 
planning and prioritizing network improvements and 
road designs. This provided data is valuable in 
assessing road safety, as well as identifying how 
effective past improvements have been. The data 
can also be used to help schedule staff hours 
according to peak periods of traffic, assist in 
analyzing how traffic may affect construction, and 
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In response to COVID-19, Tatweer encouraged 
remote working and welcomed software & 
mobile application developers from different 
parts of the world to their team. During a 
period of crisis, our company found an 
opportunity and introducing remote working 
has forever changed the way employees 
work. The future of growth is remote. 
Community is no longer local; it is global.


